Dr Turberville's morris
Minutes of the AGM held at 244 Goldcroft, Yeovil. 25th September 2012.
Present
Jan Aldridge, Bryan Aldridge, Heather Curtis, Neil Cooper, Jo cooper, Linda Tunridge, Dave Steel, Janet Whitteridge, Tony
Warren, Andrew Knight, Barbara Llewellyn, Sarah Churchill, Ken Coles.
Apologies
Received from Alan Curtis, Len Llewellyn-Sheppard, Dave Easeman, Fiona Easeman.
Meeting opened by the Squire at 20:10 but before he could say anything Ken took his coat off whilst the assembled members
sang and whistled "The Stripper".
Squire then offered his thanks to Jan and Bryan for hosting the AGM.
There was a short pause to let Janet in.
Meeting resumed at 20:11 with the welcome from the squire, attached.
Officer's Reports
These were taken as read although Sarah hadn't everyone else ignored her. (All attached)
„h Drew noted that Ken had completed his action from last year's AGM of organising a dance out year with more rain.
„h Ken informed the team that he had set the dance out fees at £200 all day (4 dance slots of ½ hour) and £125 for a half day
or wedding (2 dance slots of ½ hour). The team agreed to this alteration.
„h Cost of travel to booked venues was raised and it was felt that the increase in fees and the subsequent disbursement to
attendees would be acceptable.
„h Some discussion ensued about venues and distances travelled with the outcome being that some would not travel beyond a
certain travel time, even to meet other sides. Others felt that a few distance venues were OK but not all organised one after
the other.
„h There was general accord over there being one pub per night on nights we arranged and that this was fixed to Tuesday
nights.
Election of officers
The results of the general assent murmurings were as follows
Squire Neil stood down and was instantly re-elected
Foreman Andrew stood down and was instantly re-elected
Bagman - Ken - whose main comments were made during the report section
Assistant Bags Jan and Bryan were voted in as Pub Bag People (new role) on account of them knowing all the local pubs.
Money Bags - Alan's absence didn't prevent him being voted in as moneybags again although Heather spoke on his behalf
saying that he'd like someone else to take over the role; she was ignored and Alan was voted in again.
Publicity Linda and Dave; Janet, outgoing publicity, apologised for the inactivity and resigned from the role, this was taken
over by Linda (and Dave) who very quickly volunteered for the post. (proposed by Janet and 2nd by Neil).
Keeper of the Music Tony who spoke of his impressions that the side looked accomplished and that the least inspiring evening
was still classed as a good night out, after a pause the assembly worked out that this was a complement!
Scrapbook Drew presented the 2011 / 12 completed books to the team to view then promptly gave them to Heather to put in
her loft. An electronic version will become available and all the other 27 scrapbooks are now on Google Drive in electronic
form. Drew remains in post.
Finance
The accounts were circulated and not understood. Alan had prepared a statement which Heather read out in his
absence(attached)
It was agreed that
„h Alan knew what was going on and that was fine
„h Subs would be set as last year at 2 payments of £18 (October and January)
„h Figures given by Ken earlier in the meeting should be adopted
„h £175 from the last Sturminster Cheese Festival and the remaining uncommitted sum from the collections would be given to
the proposed charity. Discussion was limited on the choice of Charity as it was quickly agreed to give the money to Children's
Hospice South West.
„h After some discussion it was agreed to disburse all monies from paid events to the attendees. There was concern about
maintaining a safety net to allow for continuation of the side but it was pointed out that this reserve was built into the
accounts. The decision taken was "the intent is that all fees from booked events be disbursed equally between attendees at the
individual event; should the need arise the, moneybag has discretion to alter the amount paid to attendees in order to protect
the solvency of the team."
Future events
30th anniversary
Flash Morris was proposed, Tony proposed flashing as did Dave, Dave went further and proposed flashing in Church; then,

clearly feeling he was on a roll, Dave suggested we went to the Falklands.
„h The Dart Valley Railway trip was raised again but little decision was made here though it was enthusiastically discussed; by
everyone all at the same time.
„h The idea of a Bus tour was raised and Wales, Bere Regis and Salisbury mentioned, beer was popular and Wales was felt to
be too wet.
„h London was raised again which seemed to be better supported than the above but the exact date and pricing needs some
thought.
„h Officers were tasked to look at this as a subject and bring proposals in a month.
„h Drew gave an update on the workshop progress.
„h It was suggested that setting a date for the main 30th event would be a good plan and the last weekend in April was
suggested.
„h Sarah would like to do more festivals, Drew suggested offering our dancing and workshops to festivals would possibly gather
more invitations.
Other necessary housekeeping
„h Bryan was re-elected as the only Honorary member.
„h Policies were looked at by the officers and do not need altering from previous statements
„h OM membership continuation was agreed
„h Ash as the practice venue was agreed, Jo would get the key and leave it under the mat.
Repertoire requests
„h Wells dances particularly Swaggering Boney, popular with all except Heather and Jan. Neil was tasked with making it a solo
jig.
„h Postman's Knock the reworked version.

„h Bledington William and Nancy
„h More practice on Ilmington Cuckoo
„h More on Lichfield Sheriffs Ride
„h More Molly
„h 3 sheepskins again (Linda knows this one so the foreman might devolve it!)
„h New Wayford
Meeting closed at 21:30 when we retired for food, food, more food, some beer and cider and a little music.
~*~

Attached reports
Welcome
Welcome to one and all to the Dr Turberville's Morris Side 2012 Annual General Meeting. We meet at the end of a very busy
dance season but look forward to our 30th anniversary celebrations next dance season.
This year we have said goodbye to some team members but we also welcome new members and associates that have joined
us this year so our membership remains stable.
Everybody has worked extremenly hard both in practices and during performances and i think that we have nearly perfected
the Blue Eyed Stranger, so well done to all.
I feel that this may be an appropriate time to say thank you to Jan and Bryan for their hospitality and for allowing us to use
their home as the venue for this years AGM
So without further ado I declare this AGM well and truly open
Neil
PA to the Squire, Dr Turberville's Morris Side
Squire
Picture, if you will, an urban landscape punctuated with vehicles of varying types decked out with flags and pennants of all
shapes and colours. Close to the shower blocks is a commune of sorts: Dr T's on holiday. A home-from-home, consisting of
two cars, a large tent, a motorhome and a rented van decked out like a bordello. Oh yes, a teepee and a gazebo complete the
scene.
The cast of performers and musician are huddled under the small gazebo, enjoying a drunken early evening, rain pouring down
around them and the Squire's wife suddenly asks the Squire, "Do we have enough here for an official EGM? Enough people to
vote?" "Yes," Neil replies, "Why?"
"I propose," slurs Jo, "that Sue should be officially voted in as our new Squire....." Of course, after a lot of laughter from the
assembled group and some confusion from Jo, it transpires that she meant to say "official PA to the Squire". But in one fell

swoop I have become Squire, and Neil PA to the Squire.
So, as your official Squire, I thought I had better write a report for the AGM.
Not a week has gone by since Drew joined Turbs that I haven't relived through him some moment or two of merriment from
that week's performance, whether it be practice or dance out session. And I'm not even going to mention the inordinate
amount of time my husband spends on his computer, researching tunes and looking at videos of strange people in strange
garb, doing even stranger things with sticks and bells.....
I've seen a lot of changes in the team over the years. People have left, people have joined, people have left and re-joined, but I
can honestly say that the team there is now, is the best yet.
I thoroughly enjoyed the Chippenham Folk Festival - both your Foreman and the PA to the Squire have congratulated the team
for their efforts - but I want to add my congratulations. When Drew and I were married, I told those of you that danced then
that it was the best I'd ever seen you. Well, it was - then. You have always danced well when under pressure to perform in
front of an audience. You certainly didn't let the Chippenham organisers down and you certainly didn't let yourselves down.
There are so many moments I could mention, but this would be an even longer report and you have enough to get through.
Let me just say:
I'm really proud of you all. Not just for Chippenham, but for the way you all pull together as a team. The way you just "click"
and the way you have fun. There's not another team I've seen that is so obviously having fun. Keep doing what you do so well.
Love to all.
Sue
PS For the record, I'd like to step down from my position as Squire, but I'm more than happy to step up for PA to the Squire or
even PA to the PA to the Squire....
P A to the Squire's Report
Dated 18th September 2012
An apology, I am sorry that I have not been able to attend as often as in previous years but work commitments have changed
and unfortunately I have had to go with the flow.....well anyway on with my report.
100 venues this year, well done Ken! I'd like to see next years bagman beat that and no that's not me setting a challenge.
Much work has been done by the foreman this year as we have had quite a few high profile engagements and the pressure has
been well and truly on. This work has paid dividends and the dancing has been smarter, slicker neater without losing the fun
element that the infamous Dr T's are known for, smiles on faces have been noticed and noted by those who have stood and
watched.
The repertoire has once again been extended by the foreman and I think that most of the dances have come out at some time
or other during the season, any that have not been danced have either been called and met with groans and the Squires call
has been rejected (Some of the Turbs were revolting)! hey but that's enough of the personal comments from me. The other
reason that they have not appeared is due to a lack of confidence on my part, so apologies for that.
I am sure that the foreman will put that right over the next practice season
One of the the bigger venues was Chippenham and how the Squires choice of dances was met with such glee! (not) and the
ensuing tumbleweed moment ensured that the team chose the dances that they felt should be included as part of our display.
As you may recall the dance set that had been chosen had only lasted five minutes as the squire had been timing us and I think
that we had enough time to do another 6 or 7 dances anyway! A new Squire was voted in over that weekend and everyone
had Tapas and Cavas to celebrate (roughly translated. Frozen chicken and frozen veg, literally still frozen) The weekend away
was a great success and we did miss those who were unable to attend. As I have stated before, we seem to perform better
when the pressure is on and we can really turn out the goods when we need to. So well done to all, special thanks go to those
who only turn out to make up the numbers (jan) and thank god you did!
Thanks go to all of the musicians, groupies and also well done to the jig side who I understand have filled in for venues when
numbers have been low, good luck with this venture and I hope that I too can become more involved (stupid shift work) Oh
and thanks Sam for coming along and music ing and dancing, you are more than welcome any time.
Our popularity Has not faltered and as I understand the venues for next season are coming in thick and fast....good grief will it
ever end!
My thanks go to everyone for once again making another year so enjoyable and I write this as the season closes. So see you all
in 4 days time when the new season starts...
Well done all, valiant effort
Neil, I hope I have not left anybody out,
PA to the Squire Dr Turbervilles
Foremans report
The year began at Ash with rain.
There was in influx of Bledington and an attempt at some Molly dance with a view to winter engagements and this took longer
than planned.
Somewhere in the region of Christmas when Chippenham Folk Festival called offering us a place at their festival as the main
Cotswold side I thought he better get on with making the side look like we mean it. The teaching focussed much more on
uniformity and accuracy of style. This lead to some consternation among some members that we were losing the fun element
and anarchy that marks the team out as worth watching. I hope that this concern has been alleviated as in the final mix I feel

the Turbs have retained their unique character whilst markedly improving the presentation and performance of the dances.
When it came to it the real test was the showcase dance in early June to an audience 5 deep completely surrounding us in a
hall rather than the rest of the festival.
We went out and were amazing in that hall and not one Turb came away from that performance on anything other than a
complete high, Sue was shedding a tear or two just from the atmosphere. It was near perfect and done in the Turbs energetic
and slightly offbeat way; Success!
A personal thank you to all who worked to make that moment happen, whether you were there on the night or not,
performed or not, each Turb made it possible in some way. We did get feedback from some festival goers the next day and I
quote "I heard it was a stonking performance"
Be proud! We did that!
The rise in overall standard is worth continuing the Turbs are now fun to watch and notably better than many.
Another big accolade came when it was discovered that another team is dancing Wayford. We met Deorfrith for a dance out
and find that they are actively seeking more Wayford dances.
So at 2012 close we have nearly 40 dances that we can do, hardly ever repeat a dance in any given day even when busy, we
can put on a show with the best of them and are enjoyed by audiences; worth being proud of well done folks - Oh yes, its still
raining but never on us when dancing even this year!
P.S. the next season starts in 4 days time!
Andrew Knight (foreman) 17 Sep 2012
Bagman Report
Ken Coles (Bag) Sept 25th 2012
It has been a mixed bag (as usual) of good evenings with enthusiastic audiences and a few where I felt I should have stayed at
home. I think, in future, it might be a good idea if we try only to go to those venues where we know we are going to be
welcomed (by the Landlords/Ladies) with the possibility of spectators? This will possibly mean visiting some places more than
once but that may be a good thing. I have asked Jan, if she will take on doing bookings for the pub venues next year, which
she has agreed to do, providing that is acceptable to the members?
As last year I made a special effort to arrange dancing with as many other sides as possible and only Sweet Copin let us down.
All occasions, I feel, have proved enjoyable but maybe we need to limit how far we are able to travel on a Tuesday evening?
Dancing at festivals is always popular with us and I can gladly report that they have all been enjoyable outings. The only FF,
we planned to attend but could not get enough dancers, was Burnham. And, of course, the highlight of the year was the
Chippenham festival. I am sure this will come up in other peoples report but for me it was both an exciting and nerve-racking
experience. I would like to thank Andrew for his professionalism and determination to see the side perform to its highest
potential.
Again I think the highlight of our paid events was the Taunton Flower Show. The crowds, who watched, were very
appreciative and I hope we are asked back again next year. We, however, need to request longer rests in between
performances! I also think we need to up our fees a bit. I would suggest that we make a minimum charge of £125 (for two 20
min performances) and £200 for all day (4 performances) and not to give a percentage to the side unless deemed necessary.
I was disappointed not to have gone on the canal trip, which I understand was a great success. The other social events;
skittles and Janet's wonderful Haggis party were equally enjoyable. I was disappointed though with the poor audience at the
Mental Health Forum fundraising event but I
think we, nevertheless, had an enjoyable evening. My thanks to all those who made the effort to attend.
We decided last year to use the 'draft dance-out programme' as a means of knowing members availability. However this
continues to prove a mixed blessing as it does not always reflect the true situation. On a number of occasions there have only
been a few indicating their attendance but at the event most of the side turns up! I am at a loss to know what to do but I do
not think using pigeons would be any more successful. Any suggestions?
I would like to take this opportunity to say thank you to the other Officers of the side for their support and assistance and
also to all the members who make Dr T's such a happy and exciting side to dance with.
Dr Turberville's Morris AGM 2012 Moneybags Report (Alan Curtis)
Sept 25th 2012
Sorry I can't be there but I think it would be wrong to spread my germs. Enjoy the hot tub and food for me,
and maybe we can have another party in the tub soon?
What to say in my report? Well, first thanks to everyone for giving me such an enjoyable year, and what a year
it was, with the highlight being, of course, our performance in the Chippenham Folk Festival. I can still
remember the high I felt that evening as we came out of the Town Hall...
I suppose I should mention some mundane matters from the accounts:
As planned, the subs covered our basic costs (just by £3.27!), so that there was no real pressure to seek paid
performances not that we had to seek them out, the requests seem to have been growing more and more
frequent and although we did a lot there were many more that we turned down. Total fees for paid
performances were £655, which is the highest I can recall and probably the highest ever for Turbs. In line with
our agreement at the last AGM most of this went to the performers.
We clearly didn't feel much need to shake the pot and pub collections were well down at just £45. That's a

long way from the £250 we were managing consistently a few years ago, and I will come back to that in a
moment.
We have already made donations this year totalling £27 (not including the £250 we set aside at last year's
AGM), so although we agreed that the donation should be basically all the money collected, I feel this year our
collections were so small that I would like to donate a further £175 to a charity to be chosen later.
Besides the usual running costs we agreed we would spend some of our accumulated money and so we have
bought a stock of baldric materials and ribbons, and green sweatshirts awaiting a logo for our 30th anniversary
year. We also acquired a large gazebo for use at festivals, etc. But we still have a fair sum of money in the bank
to pay for our special events in the coming year, so let's crack on and decide what we want to do!
I have drafted a budget for the next year and I recommend:
1) Subs should be the same as this year, i.e. £18 in Oct and £18 in Jan. Costs will probably go up a little but I
think we needn't worry about that.
2) I've suggested we donate the rest of the collections, and add to it the money from last year's Cheese Festival
(i.e. further £150), making a total of £175 I would nominate Brainwave or Children's Hospice South West.
3) I suggest we buy some 30th anniversary badges.
4) I suggest we try to think up ways to spend £500 on 30th anniversary events please cost out your ideas and
bring them to Bag next month!
Keeper of the Music
Report 2011/2012
Playing for the Turbs is easy. This year particularly so. The successful addition of Dave the Bass makes for an
interesting sound and has been near Universally welcomed (and if you don't get any complaints at Sidmouth
you probably aren't trying hard enough!). We have had contributions from Sam the violin of Priston and this only
goes to reinforce the fine efforts of our experienced core of Dave Violin and Janet flute/piccolo.
This year's Squire and his able deputies have avoided the trap of always calling for the same tunes and we
even got to play "Digging up the Cat". Once. And no Fools Hey or Shepherds Jig. Ta muchley.

End of 2011 - 2012 season
The 2012 - 2013 season starts in 4 days time in Castle Cary!!!

